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Whether you are looking to lower your electricity bills or looking for the best option in alternative
Electric Rates as well as type of energy source, then you will have to begin with exploring the
Electric Choice available in your district.

Beginning with finding the best rates (as well as the rate plans) based on whether you need
Business Electricity or for residential use, one has to research and find the ideal providers. The
electricity market was deregulated in Texas in 2002, essentially to lower the increased electricity
rates. However, there has been an increase in the Electricity Rates seven times ever since. There
was also an environmental factor that was to be lowered because of users who were green
investors. The option to switch the type of electricity one could use was optimized as users who
wanted non-fossil electricity now had good options.

Of course, the underside of using green electricity was in having to bear the cost of clean
production. Renewable energy resources such as solar, wind and other such resources though
providing excellent pure electricity involved long costs of production as well as storage. Most
consumers who choose green resources do not mind the additional cents they need to fork for using
non-polluting electricity.

Besides, the excellent Texas Electric choices these companies offer are not only interesting but
satisfying as well. However, after several years of deregulation, 2012, does not seem to bode well
for electric consumers as there are government proposals to increase the cap on market rates at
which electricity is sold.

The proposal is looking to increase the cap from the present three thousand to seven thousand plus
in the next few years. This can indeed be alarming to consumers. As population increases, there is
a growing demand for electricity and PUC needs to address this need. However, the option of
increasing market caps is an indirect invitation to increase final electricity charges. The consumers
will have to bear the brunt of abnormal increase in prices.

As energy rates increase, other industries too will be compelled to increase their prices as well.
Across industries, manufacturers will increase their rates and consumers will land up paying more
for the same quality and quantity of goods.

Hence, Texas electricity market needs monitoring and increase in market cap is not the only
solution. Texas Electricity Company offer several packages and one should choose wisely and opt
for the best company that provides low cost electricity. Consumers have the right and presently the
need to opt for low prices which will contribute to lowering of our electricity bills.

Besides, by exercising our electric choice, consumers can expect better quality of service from
electricity providers. The quality of customer service and customer satisfaction they are able to
provide will determine the loyalty of the consumer to their company. Hence, electric choice is a
powerful weapon consumers will have to exercise to have a say in how they and the price at which
they are serviced.

About Shop Cheap Energy- Shop Cheap Energy helps consumers compare and shop electricity and
gas plans online. To learn more please visit www.ShopCheapEnergy.com
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